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SOCIAL PARTICIPATION AND LIFE SATISFACTION OF SENIOR CITIZENS
INTRODUCTION
This is the second in a series of three surveys relating social participation and life satisfaction as reported by residents of five high-rise
apartment buildings in the city of Omaha,

These buildings (towers) are

available to low-income senior citizens, and are operated under the direction of the Omaha Housing Authority.

Recreational facilities and activities

are provided by the City of Omaha Parks, Recreation and Public Property
Department and it was at their request that this study was undertaken by
the Urban Studies Center at the University of Nebraska at Omaha,
Primarily, the Parks and Recreation Department was concerned with
determining the amount of participation by the residents in activities provided,

They were also specifically interested in answers to the following

questions:
1,

Which of the activities are most popular with residents?

2.

Are there additional activities not now available that residents
desire?

3,

Do residents feel that they should have more voice in choosing
what types of activities are offered?

4,

How satisfied are residents with their living quarters and way
of life in the towers?

5,

Would residents be interested in serving as instructors or leaders
in the activities at which they excel?

6.

Have residents dropped out of any organized activities; and, if
so, why?

While these data were being gathered, additional questions were
included on the interview schedule in order to obtain some measure of the

2

general life satisfaction of these elderly people.
There appear

to be three major theories of successful agi.ng, the

first of which.is sometimes called the "activity theory", and is found to
be implicit in the writings of problem·--oriented gerontologi.sts.

1

In this

view, aging consists in being as much l:lke a middle-aged person as possible;
that is, in being as active as possJ.ble.

There seems to be an assumption

that if introversion starts to 1.ncrease with age, something should be done
to reverse this tendency.

Happiness and successful aging are viewed as

being inseparably linked to the maintenance of social contacts and participation in a wealth of recreaU.onal pursuits.

Contacts with representatives

of the Parks and Recreation Department and the Omaha Housing Authority gave
the impression tf1at this was tl1eir ge.11eral or:tentat:i.ou.

A second and oppos:lte theory is that put forth by Cumming and Henry,
the "disengagement theory." 2

In this theory, aging is seen as withdrawal

or disengagement from activity and interaction.

Withdrawal from some groups

may be more rapid and pronounced than from others,

The disengagement theory

regards withdrawal as a natural process which the aging person accepts and
desires. 3

It should not be confused with passive, dependent livi.ng.

The

theory is social psychological in emphasis, the focus of attention being
on the manner in which the indl.vidual relates to his environment,

It is

not the structure of the personality or the structure of the society which

1

Elaine Cumming and William E, Henry, Growi:!!8_ Old: The P,;oce.ss of
Disengagement (New Yo.rk: Basic Books, Inc., 1961), p, 16,
2
3

Ibid., p, 14,

Richard H, Williams, Clark Tibbitts, Wilma. .. nonahue, eels.; Processes
of A.g.!!!8..,._ Vol. I (New Yor:k: Atherton Press, 1963Y, p. :310,

3

is of utmost interest, but rather the interface between them,
face is interpersonal behavior.

This inter-

An important assumption in the disengagement

theory is that the individual has access to the whole culture,.either directly
or indirectly, and that he exercises some freedom of choice in selecting h:Ls
contacts with its various values· and instituU.ons·. 4
Finally, there is a theory, that of Havighurst and Neugarten, which
defines successful aging in terms of inner feelings of happiness and satisfaction with one's present and past life,

In this theory the concept "sat-

isfaction" is said to be composed of a number of dimensions, all of which
Havighurst feels can be measured adequately by Kutner's "Morale Scale."

5

Both Kutner and Srole items have been used in this survey,
Kutner defines morale as "a continuum of responses to life and living
problems that reflect the presence or absence of satisfaction, optimism, and
expanding life perspectives."

6

The term morale refers to a mental disposi-

tion while the closely allied term adjustment refers to a set of behavior
patterns stentnting from morale.
measure of adjustment.

Thus, a measure of morale also provides a

Expressed satisfaction and optimism should indicate

successful coping with the tasks of aging.
measuring a unidimensional variable.
the present survey,

Kutner accepted his scale as

No assumption of this sort is made in

The Kutner items ask whether the respondent sees his

own life as generally satisfactory or not.

As previously noted, Havighurst

views this expressed satisfaction as the criherion for successful aging.

4cumming, .2E.• cit., pp, 10-12,
5williams, .2.P..· cit., p, 304,

.1r

6Bernard Kutner; ~ Hundred ·ovet sixty: ·
Conililunity Su:tvey £.!!
Aging (New York: Russell Sage Foundation, 1956), p, 48.

4

Kutner's morale scale is composed of seven items which ask.whether things are
getting worse as the respondent. grows older, how much happiness he finds in
life, how satisfied he is with his way of life, how many plans he makes for
the future, how often he feels that there is no point in living, how much
he regrets the chances he missed during his life to do a better job of living,
and whether things seem to be better or worse than he thought they would be.
Srole items delve not into the subject's personal happiness but rather
ask whether he agrees with some of the major values of the culture,

The

dominant American values tend to stress the meaningfulness and purposefulness
of events.

Srole's scale supposedly measures anomia which can be defined in

various ways.

Srole calls anomia "self to others alienation. 117

Maciver

refers to anomie as "the breakdown of the individual's sense of attachment
to society. 118
According to Srole the components of anomia or alienation are:
1,

The person's feeling that community leaders are not interested
in his needs.

He perceives a break in the interdependent bond

within the social system between leaders and their constituents.
The item which taps this component is:

"There's little use in

writing to public officials because often they aren't interested
in the problems of the average man."
2,

Perception by the 5.ndividual that the social system is unpredictable and without order.

Under these conditions he feels that

he can do very little in a positive fashion to realize his life

7Leo Srole, "Social Integration and Certain Corollaries:
tory Study," Ameticart Sociological·Review, XXI, 1956, p. 711.
8 Ibid,, p, 712.

An Explora-

5

goals.

The statement is:

"Nowadays a person has to live pretty

much for today and let tomorrow take care of its elf."

3.

Belief that the individual is retrogressing from goals already
attained,

This item says:

"In spite of what some people say,

the lot of the average man is getting worse, not better."

4.

A sense of the meaninglessness of life which reflects a loss of
internalized social values and norms.

"It's hardly fair to bring

children into the world with the way things look for the future."
5,

The feeling that the framework of personal relationships is no
longer supportive or predictable,

"These days a person doesn't

really know whom he can count on, 11 9
In addition to the Kutner and Srole items, other questions, some of
which were taken from interview schedules used in the Kansas City Study of
Adult Life, were included in this survey in an effort to substantiate one
or more of the major theories of successful aging previously described,

As

Havighurst points out, it is not possible to draw distinct lines between
these theories since life satisfaction will be positively related to activity
for some people and to disengagement for others, depending on the margin of
social and individual choice between the two. 10

9Ibid., pp, 712-713,
1 0williams; .2J2., · ci_t;_, , pp, 310-311.

METHOD
Data were gathered during the summer of 1968 from residents of five
high-rise, low-rent apartment buildings operated by the Omaha Publi.c Housj.ng
Authority,

The total number of residents in the buildings was 702.

These

occupants were people who were at least 62 years of age (with few exceptions)
and whose total income fell below a specified level.
An orally administered interview schedule was utilized to gather the
data.

A letter of introduction and explanation preceded the interviews.

Three pre-tests were conducted, and as a result, seven changes were made in
the interview schedule.

Interviewing was done by two graduate students in

sociology over a period of five weeks.

The possibility of interview contam-

ination due to communication between respondents and potential respondents
was recognized, but impossible to control with such a limited number of
interviewers.

Interviewers did, however, make an oral request of respon-

dents not to discuss questions with other residents of the buildings.

Inter-

views ranged in length from 30 to 60 minutes.
Subjects were randomly chosen from lists of apartments and residents
provided by the Omaha Housing Authority,
of the five buildings (towers).

A 20% sample was chosen from each

The number of persons originally chosen to

be interviewed from each tower was:
Burt Tower
Kay Jay Tower
Park Tower North
Park Tower South
Evans Tower
Total

31
29
26
30

...bl
141

Six or seven additional names were selected from each tower at the same time
in order to provide substitutions for subjects in the sample who could not
be interviewed,

7

There were 18 refusals

The original sample included 141 subjects.

and 5 people with whom contact could not be arranged during the span of time
the interviewing was done.
viewed,

One hundred and eighteen subjects were inter-

One of these respondents refused to complete the interview after

it was begun,

Twenty-one substitutes were subsequently contacted by letter

to increase the sample size.

Of these, 17 interviews were completed, 3

people could not be contacted, and there was 1 refusal.
thirty-five interviews were completed.

One hundred and

This was slightly in excess of a

19% sample.
A failure rate calculated on the 162 people in the total sample was

16.4%,

The refusal rate for the entire sample was 11.6%, and 4.8% could not

be contacted.

Several att6npts were made to contact the subjects at home

either in person or by phone.

Those who refused to speak with the inter-

viewer were not contacted again following their initial refusal.
were somewhat concentrated in two of the towers.
refusals at all.

Refusals

Only one tower had no

Table I summarizes the foregoing,

TABLE I
Percent of Interviews Completed
and Uncompleted

Building
Burt Tower
Kay Jay Tower
Park Tower North
Park Tower South
Evans Tower
TOTAL*

Completed
· · Interviews

17.3%
16.7
16.0
18.5
14.8
83.3

Uncomeleted ·Interviews
Unable to
contact
Refused

.6%
1.8

.6
1.2
..• 6

4.8

*The total does not add up to 100% due to rounding.

4.9%
3.7
1.8
1.2

0

TD,

8

The interview schedule itself was composed of both closed and openended questions, some of which were duplications of questions asked in the
first in this series of surveys,

This was done to provide some haa:La for

comparability between the two surveys.
FINDINGS
Sample Characteristics
Of the 135 respondents, 36 were men and 99 were women.
125 white subjects.
ment building.

There were

All ten non-white respondents lived in the same apart-

Fifty-two percent of those interviewed were between the

ages of 65 and 74, as is indicated by Table II.

------·--------TABLE II
Age of Respondents
Under 60
60-64
65-69
70-74
75-79
80 or above

5

4%
7
28
24
19
17

No ansv,er

9
38
32
26
23
_2

---1

Total

135

100%

In the total sample, 78% were l:Lving alone at the time of the interview while 16% lived with their spouse, 1% with a child, and 4% with another
relative.

Fewer men than women w~re living alone however.

Sixty-seven

percent of the men as compared with 82% of the women resided alone while
33% of the men and only 10% of the women were living with their spouse at
the time of the interview.

Prior to moving to the high-rise apartment build-

ing, 55% of the subjects had Hved alone and 25% had lived with their husband
or wife.

9
Apartment living was not totally new to most of the residents interviewed,

Sixty-three percent had been living in apartments before they moved

to the high-rise buildings.
to moving into the tower,

Only 24% had been living in a house just prior
The remaining 13% had been living in other types

of dwellings includi.ng trailers and rooming houses.

Most (82%) of the

residents had been living in these apartment buildings between two and three
years.

Some persons noted that they enjoy living with others in their age

bracket while a few expressed some dissatisfaction with the arrangement
noting that "there are so many old people around."
Friends and relatives and the mass media, primarily the newspapers,
were the chief sources of information from which respondents had first heard
about the high-rise apartments.

Thirty-two percent named one of the mass

media and 38% said that a friend or relative had suggested checking fnto
the apartments.

Lower rent and health were the chief reasons cited fn the

decisions to move into the towers.

Reasonable rent was mentioned by 1/3 of

those interviewed and health reasons by 20%.

Among the health reasons given

were such things as the inability to care for a house and yard any longer
and difficulty in climbing stairs.
rise buildings.

Elevators are available in all five high-

Other reasons given for moving into the tower included a

desire for independence or to be on one's own, the desire to be with other
people, or the fact that their previous place of residence had been torn
down or was sub-standard.

Table III summarizes these data.

Satisfaction with their living quarters in the tower was expressed by
96% of those questioned.
satisfied."

Sixty-five percent stated that they were "very

No respondent answered that he was "very dissatisfied."

Slightly

more women (97%) than men· (91%) were happy w.ith their current living arrangements.

There is of course no way to ascertal.n whether the subjects may have

10

TABLE III
Respondents' Reasons for Moving to the High-Rise
Apartment Buildings
]l.eason

Frequency

Percent

44

33%
20
5

Cheaper rent
Health reasons
Desire for independence
Desire to be with others
Had to move from former residence
More than one of the above
Other

27
7

4

3
9

12
21
20

16
..J2.._
101%*

135

TOTAL
*Percents do not total 100% due to· roundi.ng,

been answering according to their perception of what the interviewer wanted
or expected to hear.

There could be a latent fear that to display any dis-

pleasure would in some way jeopardize their position as residents in the
tower.

In most cases, the interviewers felt that in response to this parti-

cular question the subjects were being straightforward.
While most of those interviewed were happy with their apartments, there
were many references to the fact that residents were fearful of leaving the
building due to its location.

In one of the towers,

which is racially mixed,

some of the white residents said that they were unhappy about having to locate
in that particular building.

One resident noted that she never leaves her

apartment to mingle in the recreation room or to go out because she would
encounter non-white persons in so doing.
Religious affiliation of the respondents was distributed as follows:
Protestant
Jewish
Catholic
None

66%
2

_s

TOTAL

100%

27

11
Of these, 65% stated that they do presently attend church services, 38% participating in religious services once a week or more,· .Thirty-five percent
of the subjects do not attend church.

This statement was often followed by

an explanation that they are now too far from church, that transportation
facilities are inadequate, or that their health no longer permits th~n to
participate in church services.

A few respondents suggested that it would

be desirable to have a minister come to the towers for services on Sunday for
those who cannot attend their own churches,
Formal education was rather limited for these subjects.
eight or fewer years of school totaled 48%.

Those having

Some 28% of the sample had com-

pleted high school as is shown in Table IV.

TABLE IV
Years of School Completed

Unknown
Under 8 years
8 years
9-11 years
12 years
13-15 years
16 years
TOTAL

Frequency

Percent

4
26

3%
19
29
21
18

39
28

25
12

9
_1

l

135

100%

The amount of schooling probably has considerable bearing on the type
of occupation in which these subjects are or were engaged.
persons interviewed are presently employed,

Sixteen (12%) of the respondents,

all women, had never worked outside of the home.
been engaged in professional occupations.

Only 11 (8%)

Two men and four women had

(Professional was defined as any

occupation which required some college background.)

Clerical and sales work

was engaged in by 22% of this sample and ;19% had been employed in production

12

and technical work.

These categories were rather loosely defined.

Clerical

and sales wotk included such occupations as secretary, cashier, and salesman.
Production and technical jobs included factory work, carpentry, welding, and
the like.

Table V shows the type of occupation according to sex.

TABLE V

Previous or Current Occupation
by Sex in Percents
Never
Employed

Sex

Professional
6
t,

Men

16

Women

Clerical
and Sales

Production
and Technical

Other*

8

80
24

. 28

27

6

*Other includes such occupations as domestic work and babysl.tt1ng.

Recreational Activities
Many of the recreational activities in the apartment buildings are
sponsored by the City of Omaha Department of Parks, Recreation and Public
Property,

In general, those who take part in the social activities display

a great deal of enthusiasm for them.

It is to be expected that residents

spend less time at these social forms of recreation than at individual
leisnre time pursuits.

Activities such as birthday parties, tours and out-

ings, travelogues and bingo are participated in by more persons than are the
more specialized recreational programs such as bowling or ceramics and art
classes.

Several times respondents noted that materials for the ceramics

and art classes often run into considerable expense.

Table VI summarizes

participation in group activities.
Individual or personal leisure time activities were engaged in by all
of the subjects.

Due to the fact that the interview schedule did not differ-

entiate between sewing and knitting classes \'1d the individual pursuit of

13

TABLE VI
Percent of Respondent Participating
in Group Acti.vities
Activity

·often

· Occasionally

Never

Monthly birthday parties
Fund raising activities
(bazaars, bake sales,
etc. in the apartment
buildings)
Tenant meetings
Lectures, travelogues
Tours and outings
Bingo
Community singing
Cards
Potluck parties
Volunteer work
Bowling
Pool
Ceramics class
Dancing
Art
Crafts

61%
67

20%
11

18%
22

48
40
25

26
27
38

42

13

20
20
31
8
8

34
30
10

26
33
36
45
47
50
58
80
87
87
88
89
90
96

11

5
9
2
8

4

9
3
4

6

1

2

these forms of recreation, both sewing and knitting were included with nongroup recreation,

In their conversations with the respondents, the general

impression gained by the interviewers was that these pursuits were predominantly personal rather than group in nature,

Visiting outside of the

apartment building, membership in clubs, and church activities were included
under individual activities because they are not sponsored by the Housing
Authority or by the Parks and Recreation Department,

Participation in indi-

vidual leisure time activities is summarized in the following table,

14

TABLE VII
Percent of Respondents Engaging in
Individual Recreational Activities
Activity

Often

Occasionally

!lever

TV
Reading
Radio
Walking
Letter-writing
Visiting outside of the
apartment building
Sitting and thinking
Sewing
Clubs
Knitting
Church activities
Movies
Gardening

69%
53
54
36
31

26%
35
26
30
48
50

5%
11
13
16
16
18

46
16
7
12
10
1
4

29
29
13
7
8
18
5

24
56

60

79

81
82
82
90

When subjects were asked to mention any recreational pursuits in which
they engaged in addition to those listed in question 12 of the interview
schedule, the responses included the following:
INDIVIDUAL ACTIVITIES
Crocheting (16)*
Embroidering (9)
Visiting on the phone (5)
Fishing (4)
Listening to records (4)
Cooking and baking (3)
Riding in the car (4)
Working crossword puzzles (3)
Jig-saw puzzles (2)
Caring for house plants (2)
Shopping (3)
Playing a musical instrument (2)
Collecting salt and pepper shakers
Keeping up a picture album
Making home movies
Working the newspaper jumble
Writing poems
Making centerpieces
Going to wrestling matches
Writing music
Tatting
Cleaning house
Listening to talking books

GROUP ACTIVITIES
Visiting friends in the tower (2)
Visiting sick people and helping
people in the tower (2)
Playing ball with grandchildren
Praying the rosary in a group
Organizing the pots and pans band

*The figure in parentheses gives
the number of respondents who
mentioned the activity, Those
with no number were mentioned
only once,

15
When the subjects were asked to indicate thelr three favorite leisure
time pursuits, there were 337 responses.

Of these, 29% were references to

group activities connected with. the apartment building, and 62% dealt with
individual forms of recreation.

The most frequently mentioned tower acti-

vities were bingo, birthday parties, pool, travelogues, card playing, ceramics,
art, and bowllng.

Individual recreation most often referred to was telev:1.-

sion viewing followed closely by reading,

Other pursuits which the respon-

dents commonly spoke of were walking, knitting, sewing, embroidering and
crocheting, listening to the radio, visiting, cooking and baking, gardening,
fishing, and doing housework.
Most of those interviewed indicated that they are satisfied with the
recreational programs available in the towers,

The general attitude seems

to be that the activities are varied and adequate.
take part in as many or as few as they desire,
remarks such as:

Residents feel free to

There were a few dissenting

"Recreational activities are very minor for people our

age" and "Why should we be entertained and why do people think we're different?"

Several times respondents mentioned the presence of cliques in the

towers which monopolized the recreation room or excluded others from their
doings,

Gossip and friction among residents were referred to occasionally.

One of the residents noted:

"We have a hard group of people here to please.

They find fault with everything you do,"
One area in which some concern was expressed was that of recreational
activities for the men.

There are fewer men than women living in the build-

ings and this poses a special problem.

While the men are, of course, welcome

to take part in any of the programs offered, most of these would appear to
have more appeal for women than for men.

Only two activities, bowling and

pool, would seem to hold particular interest for the men.

16
A relatively large proportion (42%) of the subjects indicated that
.they spend most of thei.r leisure U.me alone.

This is consistent with the

finding that individual activities such as television viewing and reading
were mentioned more frequently as favorite leisure time pursuits than were
social or group types of recreation.
Nearly 3/4 of this sample felt that i t would be a disadvantage to
have recreational activities available only outside the towers.

Subjects

frequently commented on the transportation problem which would be involved
in going to another location such as a community center.

There were also

several persons who noted that physical disabilities and illness would make
it difficult or impossible for some to attend functions outside of their
apartment building.

This finding is in accord with Ballweg's conclusion

that "occupants were overwhelmingly in favor of having programs available
within the building rather than at some other location in the city."ll
Eighty-nine percent of his sample considered recreational facilities in the
apartment buildings an advantage.
From responses to the question, "What kinds of things would you do if
you were in charge of leisure activities here?", it is possible to determine
to some extent the feelings of the respondents regarding the types of activi.ties now being offered in the towers.
While a majority of the respondents offered no suggestions, stating
merely that the recreational activities are adequate and well organized as
they stand, those who did make further comments were usually indicating a
desire for more of the activities currenHy being offered or for additional

11
John A, Ballweg, Senior Citize,'.!, Recreati~n: · 1!_ Research Report
(Omaha: University of Omaha, 1967), p, 15,

17
activities of a similar nature, rather than for a drastic change in type of
activity,
1967 •

12

This finding is in support of Ballweg's finding in the summer of

· There were several cases;· however; in which the subjects expressed

the feeling that there are too many things going on and that people should
not be pestered into coming down to the activities,

On the other hand,

there were also a few respondents who felt that more effort should be made
to encourage participation in activities provided at the towers.
Suggestions for recreational activities included the following:
More bingo
More lectures and discussions (perhaps on grammar and on banking and wills)
More dancing
More movies
More community singing
More parties
Hore entertainment from outside (such as singing groups and square dancing
groups)
More tours and outings
Hore card playing
Hore craftwork
A sewing group
Regular religious services in the towers
Wood-working or shop for the men
Potluck suppers (not all of the towers have them)
Chorus
Entertainment following the tenant meetings
Dramatics (skits and monologues by the residents)
Exercises (calisthenics)
Attendance at plays at the high schools in the city
Ball diamond
Horseshoe courts
Croquet
Bowling alley in the towers
Book reviews
Fishing
Picnic benches and tables

12 Ballweg, .QE.• Cit., p, 33.
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Only a few respondents (9%) indicated that they would enjoy being
in charge of some of the tower activities at which they excel,

There is

some evidence for the diseng_agement theory in this reluctance to function
as a leader.

As the individual becomes older he may tend to withdraw from

social participation and from positions of responsibility,

Temperament

and the extent of involvement in leadership activities in earlier years
no doubt exercise considerable influence on whether the person is willing
to take on such positions now.

Evidence also appears to point to the fact

that physical disability and general slowing down processes have some
bearing on the capacity as well as on the desire to function as a leader
within a formally organized group,
Activities which subjects mentioned they would enjoy being in charge
of included:
Any social activities outside of money making events
Birthday parties
Crafts
Music
Program chairman
Library holdings
Bingo calling
Pots and pans band
Helper in the tenant organization
Respondents were asked to name any organized activities which they
had dropped out of and their reasons for doing so.

Fifty-four percent of

the residents interviewed had never started any of the organized activities,
About 1/2 of those who had started some organized programs had discontinued
one or more.

Responses to this question yielded the following list of activities
dropped and reasons for dropping them:
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Art class (6)*--"Class was discontinued."
talent."

"I didn't have sufficient

"The turpentine got.to be too much."

Knitting class (4)--"The clique excluded me."
wanted out of it and then quit,"
"I couldn't catch on.i'

"I got as much as I

"I had learned what I needed to know,"

''It was too strenuous."

Sewing group (4)--"The group was discontinued because only a few
would do anything."

"It fell through."

Bingo (3)--"I would just rather stay up here."
Ceramics (3)--"I don't like to play in mud.

"I was bored."

It was hard on my nerves."

"My materials never came."
Leathercraft (Jf--"It was too hard to learn."

"I couldn • t see well

enough,"
Community singing--"There was too much talking on the side and I
couldn't sing,"
Card playing--"Some wanted to have it their way."
President and floor captain--"! can't see,"
Taking care of flowers--"I can't see now."
Tenant meetings--"Not very interesting or I was at work at the time."
Travelogues and outings--"Surroundings" (meaning tensions with other
people the interviewer gathered,)
Bowling--"Arthritis".
Chorus--"It folded up."
Fire Marshall--"There was too much criticism."

*The numbers in parentheses indicate the number of respondents who
said that they dropped the activity. The items without numbers were mentioned
only once,
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Inquiry into whether the

would want to sell some of the

things which they make such as ceramic :Ltems, crocheted and knitted articles resulted in an even spl:lt between those who would consider sell:!.ng
things and those who would not,

all of those who indicated that they

make things said that they use the :Lt.ems they make for gifts,

These gifts

most frequently go to ch:U.dren .and
Tours and outings

the Parks and Recreation Department

were taken in by 64% of those :Lnterviewed at one time or another,
six out of these 86 persons rated the out
enjoyable or very enjoyable.

Seventy·..

they had gone on as either

It could be that those persons with a more

positive outlook on life would be theme who would be more 1ikely to go on
the tours and also more incJJ.ned to find m1ch outings enjoyable,
Only 16% of this sample knew for sure that their tower had a representative on the City-Wide Senior Citizens Council.

Thirty·-seven percent

admitted when probed that they did not know what the Council was,

The inter-

viewers suspected that this proportion was even higher, but that this was
not uncovered due to inadequate probing,
Prior to moving lnj most of these subjects cHd not know about the
recreational facilities available in the towers.

One reason could be? and

several respondents mentionc~d thj_s 9 that most of the persons interviewed
had moved in when the btdldings were new and the recreational programs were
just in the process of bcdng formulated.

Of the 16 persons who said that

they did know about the recreational facilities before moving, five had heard
about them from a friend or relative, five from Housing Authority personnel,
three from the mass media, and two said they had known about the programs
offered in other towers.
not ascertained,

Source of information for the other respondent was
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Nearly 1/4 of the residents questioned stated that they felt residents should have more say-so in deciding what activities are offered in
the towers.

Forty-seven percent said that they did not think more voice

was necessary.

They were of the opinion that the building occupants have

a good deal to say about determining the types of recreation and programs
provided for them.

A full 30% of this sample was nncertain about whether

residents needed more voice in their tenant organization.

There is a

tenant organization in each tower which meets once a month to deal with
matters concerning residents.

At these meetings fund-raising activities

for the tower such as bazaars and.bake sales are planned and up-coming tours
and outings are discussed to determine where the occupants would like to go,
Other parties such as the monthly birthday parties are discussed and there
are reports from courtesy committees and so forth,

There appears to be

much loyalty among the residents of each tower.
Life Satisfaction
The second part of the inter:view schedule was desj_gned to tap attitudes and the satisfaction level of the older people who were the subjects
of this study.

The resulting data were analyzed in the light of the three

theories of aging described in the first section of this report.
A,

Retirement

Several questions on retirement indicated that expectations of what
retirement years would hold for the respondents were often not realized,
To begin with 36% of the sample said that they had looked forward to retirement while 42% had not, and 15% were either indifferent or had mixed feelings.

The other 7% had never.been employed or were women whose husbands
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had passed away before retirement age.

There appeared to be some difference

between the sexes on antici.pation of retirement, but this difference was not
significant yielding a chi square value of 2.19 with a 5.991 required to
reject the null hypothesi.s at the . 05 level of significance,

Table VIII

shows the anticipation of reti,:emeni: by both men and women.

TAHLE VIII
Anticipation of Retirement by Sex

Sex

Looked forward

Did not look
forward to

to Retirement

retire1ne.11t

Indifferent (or
!'cY-.1.'.§d f e e ~ -

Row
Totals
---

-----·------·

··~------«~··""--·-

Men

10

19

6

Wo1nen

}§_
48

37
56

JJ,

35
_§2_

20

121,*

TOTALS

*Total does not equal 135 because this question was not applicable to all
of the subjects.
x 2 = 2.221,a

Respondents often P.xpected more from their retirement years than was
realized or fulfilled in the years following retirement.

However, 38% said

that they did not know what they had expected their retirement years to be
like, the chief reason given being that they had never given it any thought,
Only 7% had expected that they would be able to do fewer things that they
enjoyed after leaving their job,

ilctually some 44% found that since retire-

ment they have been ab.le to do fewer things that they enjoy.

This statement

was often qualified by comments that the reason for this reduction in activity was poor health, loss of spouse or low~red financial status.

Health

was the most frequently cited reason for having been able to do fewer enjoyable things since le.aving theJr jobs.
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It was also discovered that men were less likely than women to have
found th.at since retirement they have been able to do more things they enjoy.
The difference here was significant at the .05 level of signJficance, based
on the data given in Table IX.

TABLE IX
Enjoyment Following Retirement by Sex

Sex

Do more things
that I eni~Y-

Men
Women

TOTALS

5

ll
36

Do fewer things
_tha_u_enjoy__
22
37_
59

Do the same number
of th1.ngs I enjoy
as before retireine11t

7
17
Zl,

Row
Totals
3/i

_?2.

119*

*This does not total 135 because not all of the respondents answered this
question,
x 2 = 6.0787

When questioned out-right about how they would rate their retirement
years, 3/4 of the sample referred to those years as satisfactory or very
satisfactory even though 41,% had said that since retiring they had been able
to do fewer things that they enjoy,

This could appear contradictory unless

Jt could be hypothesized that expectations are lowered with the passing years,
and that satisfaction becomes less dependent on doing things for enjoyment,
There is another possibility which the interviewers gleaned from contact with
the respondents,

There was the suggestion that persons felt they might just

as well be satisfied with things as they are because the situation cannot be
altered anyway.

It seemed that there was a ·note of fatalism in the "satis-

faction" expressed by some of the subjects.

B,

Main Purpose in Life

Some interesting data were generated by the question, "What do you
think is the main purpose in life?"

There was an even split between those

who felt that the main purpose was to be as happy as possible and those who
thought that the main purpose was to live according to religious ideals.
Respondents often had some difficulty in choosing between these two alternatives.

The interviewers felt that the structured responses to this _question

may have hampered the subjects' freedom to express themselves on life I s purposes and goals,

Table X summarizes the answers given.

TABLE X
Main Purpose in Life as Viewed by Respondents
Purpose

Frequency

be as happy as possible
achieve as much as possible
learn as much as possible
live according to religious ideals
A combinat_ion of 2 or more of the above
Other
No answer or don't know
TOTALS

35

To
To
To
To

Percent
26%

3

2

16
35
18
18
10

12
26

135

13

13

...2

99%*

*Percents do not total 100 due to rounding,
Responses in the "other" category included statements such as these:
"To do for others and try to make them happy,"

Seven people

gave answers such as this but evidently did not connect humanitarian
efforts with living according to religious ideals which was one of
the structured alternatives,
"To be free from discontent,
with the way we have to live."

To help people become more contented
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"To be contented with what you have; take each day and make the
best of it,"
"Have to keep a balance betweenwanting and needing."
"To get the most out of life and to raise your children."
"To accomplish what the Lord put me here for,"
"It's up to you to make your own life."
C.

Self and Other Orientation

Three questions were included on the interview schedule which allowed
the individuals to indicate what they felt to be the most important thing in
their lives at present, the nicest thing that had happened in the past six
months, and the best things about being their age.
_In referring to the most important thing in their lives, 37% gave
answers which the investigators categorized as representing other-orientation
or "engagement" to employ Cumming and Henry's term.
gory included references to family or friends,

Answers in this cate-

Self-oriented answers or

those suggesting disengagement from social interaction were given by 47%
of the subjects.

Here references were frequently made to memories, to one's

own health or to self, and often indicated general withdrawal from social
contacts,

Six percent of the sample answered that nothing was important to

them and 10% did not know what was important or refused to answer the
question.
_be active.

A few remarks which were elicited by this question were:

"To

I don't want to get old and sit around and whine"; "To have

faith in God and live a good Christian life"; "This war to get over and
quit sending boys over to get shot";

11

1 just take it the way it comes,

check I get every month means the most."

The
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Respondents had a difficult time·naming the nicest thing that had
happened in the past six months,

Almost 30% said that they could not recall,

Often the event mentioned was a visit from a relative, a new grandchild, the
marriage or graduation of a relative,'and other family-oriented answers,
of the women remarked, "Oh, dear.

Everything is nice,

One

That's hard to

answer."

In response to "What are the best things about being the age you are
now?", 33% gave answers which were classified as representing some sort of
involvement,

References to good health and an optimistic outlook on life

were included here.

Thirty percent of the remarks were indicative of non-

involvement or a withdrawal from social contacts and interest in the world
at large,

Twenty-four percent of the respondents stated that they considered

nothing to be the best about their age and 13% said that they did not know
what the best things might be.

The range of responses to this question is

illustrated by the followJ.ng remarks:
"There are so many pleasant things to remember and think about."
"The older you get the slower you get, and you kind of resent
that."
"I don't think there's anything bad about being old."
"You don• t have to get up in the morning and go to work and be
under someone's thumb."
"Watching the grandchildren grow up, 11
"It's, an awful lonely age,"
Responses to all three of these questions would appear to lend some
support to Cumming and Henry's disengagement theory of aging.

There were

many answers which pointed to decreased involvement and a general withdrawal
from social interaction,

With the emphasis on youth in this culture, it is
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not surprising that these respondents found the prospect of growing old
less than desirable and had difficulty pinpointing the satisfying aspects
of their lives·.
D.

"Felt" Age and Desirable Age

Most of the respondents indicated that they feel their own age or
younger, perhaps another tribute to the youth-centered nature of American

culture,

Table XI shows the distribution of answers to the question on

"felt" age.

TABLE XI
"Felt" Age of Respondents

Frequency_
My own age
Younger
Older

45
55
13

Varies
Do-..1 1 t k.no,;;v or

9
110

answer

..1-1

TOTALS

135

Percc.:at

33%
4:;_
10
7
10
101%*

*Percents total more than 100 due to rounding.
Table XII indicates the ages which subjects said that they would
like to be,

There is a good deal of realism displayed by the answers to

this question,

Indications were that persons in the sample were reluctant

to appear fanciful or silly by saying that they would like to be young again,
E.

Scales

In an attempt to tap information which would indicate support for
one or more of the three theories of successful aging described earlier,
four scales were employed to quantify the data and provide some means of
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.TABLE XII
Desired Age Expressed by.Respondents
Age
My own age
Below 20
20-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60-69
70 or above
No answer

TOTALS

· · Fteguency

· Peti:ent

45
12
13

16
8

17
8

2
14
135

33%
9
10
12
6
13
6
1
10
100%

determining whether there is any association between the variables of social
participation, expressed happiness and disengagement,
1.

A participation scale was devised in which a total score was

given to each respondent based on the amount of participation in social
activities in the tower,

The scores were then dichotomized into high and

low participation.
2,

A measure of set or expressed satisfaction was composed of five

questions dealing with satisfaction with retirement, how the respondent felt
about what he had accomplished in life, how happy he was at present compared
with earlier periods in life, and how often he found himself feeling lonely
and bored,

Once again the scores have been dichotomized into positive set

and negative set,
3.

A world view scale was employed which had been utilized by Cumming

and Henry in their Kansas City Study of Adult Life.

This.scale was intended

to provide some measure of the perspective which older people have on the
world around them and on themselves and their social interaction.
consists of seven Kutner items and five Srole items.

The scale

Cumming and Henry first
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were of the opinion that their scale of Kutner and Srole. items was measuring morale objectively.

However·, after some investigation in which they

utilized a technique of intensive interviewing and then had the interviewers
rank the individual according to morale,·some of the respondents who had
received a score indicating low morale actually were ranked by the interviewers as possessing good morale. 13
in the scale are

11

The researchers decided that the items

normative"meaning that the scores reflect the fact that

the subjects may answer according to what they feel the interviewer wants
14. An individual's score on
to hear and what is right and proper to reveal •
the scaled items is assumed then to reflect both a world view and an attitude
toward the interviewer.
study.

This same assumption has been made in the present

In general, the scale tends to elicit a cynical attitude about the

nature of the world as opposed to any belief in its progress and goodness.
Each score is an expression of the degree of the respondent's alienation
from a belief in the "best of all possible worlds. 1115
4.

A disengagement scale was devised using the three questions which

asked about the most important thing in the respondent's life, the nicest
thing that had happened in the last six months, and the best things about
being one's age.

Disengagement refers to a voluntary withdrawal from certain

types of social interaction and from interest in the world at large.

l3cunnning and Henry, .2.1!.· cit., p. 13l.
14Ibid., P• 260.
lSibid, , p. 261.

F.

Social Participation

Neugarten has noted that in the Kansas City studies it was found that
overt or public patterns of social interaction begin to show marked changes
only after age 65.

16

Assuming.that participation in leisure activities of

a group nature would be one measure of overt social interaction, the present
investigators cross tabulated age with their measure of participation in
group forms of recreation.

A significant· drop in the amount of participa-

tion among the respondents occurred only after age 75 as the following table
indicates.

TABLE XIII
Amount of Participation in Group
Activities by Age
Low participation

Age

High participation

Total

Age

High participation

Low participation

Below
70

28

24

52

Below
75

56

28

85

Above
70

53

30

.JU.

Above
75

25

26

51

Total

81

54

135

Total

81

54

135

x2 = 1. 3345

x

2

Total

= 4.1111

This finding indicates that perhaps the slowing down process is not
as rapid as is connnonly believed,

There could be some support here for the

activity theory of successful aging provided it could be shown that active

16Bernice L. Neugarten, "Personality and the Aging Process," in
Processes of.Aging, ed. by Richard H. Williams, Clark Tibbitts, and Willa
Donahue, Vol. I (New York: Atherton Press, 1963), p, 323.
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people over 75 were more happy than inactive people over .75.

:Further invest-

igation would be necessary to determine whether people who are over 75 and
who do not engage in group leisure time activities are actually unsuccessful
in the aging process.

It is possible that the general slowing down of

physical processes forces a curtailment of activity after age 75, but that
this does not necessarily preclude happiness and satisfaction in these later
years,

If expressed satisfaction, which simply means that the respondent

says that he is happy and satisfied with his life, is taken as an indicator
of successful aging as Havighurst maintains, the present study lends some
evidence to this theory as will be shown later,
G,

Expressed Satisfaction

Scores for the measure of expressed satisfaction or set could range
from 5 to 25 with 5 being an expression of greatest satisfaction or the most
positive set,

The mean for the entire sample was 11. 3 with a standard

deviation of 3.6.

When the scores were dichotomized 5-12 was viewed as

positive and 13-25 as negative set.

Eighty-eight (65%) respondents scored

positively and 47 (35%) negatively.
Those respondents who stated that their retirement years have been
satisfactory, that they are happy and seldom lonely or bored were more likely
to participate in activities of a social nature.

Table 14 summarizes this

finding.
There appears to be strong indication in this and other findings in
the present study that the theories of aging are not separate but are interdependent,

Expressed satisfaction and amount of social participation are

closely linked for the respondents,

Those persons who·· say that they are

happy are in fact the ones who also enjoy engaging in recreational.activities
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TABLE XIV
Expressed Satisfaction (Set) and Social Participation
High Participation

61

Positive set
Negative set
TOTALS
x 2 = 4, 35

Low farticipation

25
23

26
87

Totals
86

_!2-

48

135

This represents a sJgnificant difference at the , 05 level. A
value of 3.84 or greater is necessary to reject the null hypothesis at this level,

of a group nature,

Further investigation would be necessary in order to

determine in which direction the relationship runs or whether it is
reversible,
Neither age nor sex was found to be significantly related to positive
or negative set in this investigation,
difference in personal adjustment,

llavighurst found that age made little

Very old people have as good a chance of

being happy and well adjusted as do younger (age 65) people. 17

Havighurst

and Albrecht used the terms happiness and good adjustment interchangeably
although the terms do not mean exactly the same thing.

The researchers

justified this use of concepts because of the fact that the "personal
adjustment of older people depends largely upon their present happiness,
much more than it does for younger people.

1118

Havighurst also discovered

the "felt" age was more closely related to adjustment and happiness than
was actual age.

However, this finding was not supported in the present

l7Robert J, Havighurst and Ruth Albrecht, Oldet .f.eople (New York:
Longmans, Green and Co., 1953),
lSibid.. , p. 52,
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study.

When "felt 11 age and set 'ivere subjected to a c.hl square test, a hi.gher

chi square value was obtained than when actual age w,rn corre.lated with set,
but nej_tl1er val1.1e Jndicated a s:lg11:i.ficant: d:t.ffere11ce.

H.

c,11mning an.cl

World V1Pw

Henry r.ons-J.de1-:- "world v:i.ev11t to be RD. ld~olog:i.c:;:il var:Lt:1blE'.

'iVhich can be interpr.ete.d as a clJGl-.:lnction betwee11 conformity and .:i:I ienation. 19

A particular score 011 tl1e world view scale indicates the degree of con.fornti.ty
to as opposed to alienation from the do1ninant values of A1nerican culture wi.th
an overtone of personal optim:1.stn or pessin1isn1.

Cumn1:tng and llenry view the

ideology underlying the :i.tems as beiu.g unidimensional s:tr1ce the items t11exn-

selves can be scaled by the Guttman technique.

However, J.n the present study

the items were. not subjected to scaling technique since time and fac1lities
contraindicated such a proced11re.

Scores on the World View Scale employed in this survey could range
from 12-36 with 12 being 1:he most optimistic view.
members of this sample was 11,.
deviation was

L,, 9,

The lowest score for

The mean score was 26.6 and the standard

Score.s were dichotomized into positive or optimistic

world view and pessimistic or negative world view.

Fourteen through twenty-

six was classified as positive and 27-36 as negative.

Seventy-three (54%)

persons scorer! in the positive range and 62 (46%) in the negative range.
Table 15 shows the distribution of world view scores for the entire sample.
It was hypothesized that those 75 and over would subscribe to a more
pessimistic world view than would the younger subjects.

l9cumming and Henry, .QJ>_; c:jJ~· , p, 91,,

TM.s hypothesis was
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TABLE XV
Distribution of Scores on World View Scale
Score

Jireguency

14

1
3
5
10

16
18
20
22
24
26
28
29
30
32
34
36
TOTAL

10

17
27
21
1
13
·13

8
___.§_
135

· Te:tcent
1%
2
4
7
7
13

20
16
1
10
10
6
___.!±.
101%*

*Percents total more than 100 due to rounding.
grounded in the statement by Cumming and Henry that "conformity to the dominant world view of optimism and orientation toward the future, as measured
by our alienation score, does not start to disappear until after the 75th
year. 1120

One reason whJ.ch Cumming and Henry suggested for the lack of con-

formity after age 75 was the possibility that as people grow older they feel
less compulsion to give normative responses and to do the expected thing.
The foregoing hypothesi.s was not borne out in the present investigation as
can be detected from Table 16.

Age of the respondents in this sample did not

appear to influence their outlook on the world,
A second hypothesis regarding world view was that those who participate
in more tower (social) activities would also subscribe to a more optimistic
world view.

20

It was indeed found that for this sample those who view the world

.
lbid., p, 105.
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TABLE XVI

World View by Age

Totals

Positive World View
47
26
73

Below 75
Above 75
TOTALS

x

2

=

37

8l,

25

51

62

135

0.3159

with optimism tend to be more engaged a11d become involved in mor0.. recrca-

tional activities of a group nature.

The world view scores nnci the pa-ct.1.-

cipation scores previously discussed were subj ectP.d to a c.:i.1i sr1uare test.

Results are given in Table 17.

TABLE XVII

World View and Social Participation
Positive

Negative

World View

Worlci Vic\V

Totals

Low Participation

20

29

1,9

High Participation
TOTALS

21.

ll.

86
135

x 2 = 5.41,40

73

62

Tl1is represents a significant difference.

Suggestion of a relationship between degree of partici.pation in
leisure time pursuits involving other people and an opti1nistic vie,., of one's

world provides additional evidence for the activity theory of successful
aging,

Once again it is not possible from this data to determine whether

an optimistic world view leads to continued involvement in social activity
or whether it is prolonged social participation which results in an optimistic
view of the world and its direction of change,
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A final hypothesis was that persons with an optimistic world view
would also have a more positive set; that is, .they would express satisfaction and happiness.
this study,

This hypothesis is given some support by the data of

Table 18 gives· the distribution of persons in the sample who

scored positively and negatively on "set" and on world vJ.ew.

TABLE XVIII
World View and Expressed Satisfaction or "Set"
Positive World View
Positive Set
Negative Set
TOTALS

Negative World View

Totals

55

26

81

11.

41

-2!..

68

67

x2

135

= 24.8952

Data in Table 18 yield a Yule's Q value of ,74 which is indicative
of a strong relationship between the two variables,

Such a strong statisti-

cal relationship could possibly result from the fact that both set or expressed
satisfaction and world view scores were derived from respondents' answers to
items which were attitudinal in nature,

Hence, the items were less concrete

than those which dealt with such things as the number of times the respondent
took part in various recreational activities on which the participation scale
was based.

Attitudes tend to be consistent within individuals.

On the basis of this limited data, there appears to be a close relationship between how happy or satisfied an individual says he is and how he
looks upon his environment or the world around him,

I.

Disengagement

Scores on the engagement scale ranged from 3 to 9.

Lower scores

indicated that the individual was involved with other people and with the
world around him, while higher scores suggested that the respondent had
withdrawn from social contacts and did not display interest in his surroundings.

Mean score for the entire sample was 5.8.

Scores of 3-6 were class-

ified as indicating engagement; and scores of 7-9 were labeled as suggesting
disengagement,

Ninety-two (68%) persons were categorized as engaged and

43 (32%) as disengaged.
Respondents who were highly engaged also had a more positive world
view.

The chi square value was significant as Table 19 shows.

However, no

TABLE XIX
Engagement and World View

Engaged
Disengaged
TOTALS

Positive World View

Negative World View

Totals

56
17
73

36
26
62

43
135

x

2

92

= 5.3710

significant difference was found between persons who were engaged or disengaged with regard to their set or expressed satisfaction which was equated
with happiness in this study.

Persons who were disengaged were as likely

to say that they were happy as those who were involved and had continued
their social contacts during the aging prncess.

See Table 20.
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TABLE XX
Engagement and Expressed Satisfaction (Set)
· ·positive Set·

]'.l_egative Set

Totals

Engaged
Disengaged

64

28

92

24

19

TOTALS

88

47

...i1

x 2 = 2.4418

135

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A random sample of the residents of five Public Housing Authority
apartment buildings for the elderly were interviewed to determine the amount
of social participation, the level of life satisfaction and the relationship
between the two among elderly persons.
Respondents generally indicated that they felt that the recreational
programs in the towers were adequate and well organized.
cipated in them found them enjoyable.

Those who parti-

The more specialized programs such as

the ceramics and art classes attracted fewer persons than did activities
such as monthly birthday parties and bus tours and outings.

Individual or

personal leisure time pursuits were mentioned more often than group recreational activities.

Television viewing was the recreation engaged in most

frequently by the tower residents.
Age of the respondents was found to have some bearing on the amount
of participation in group recreational activities, those over 75 taking part
in fewer social events.

This is probably due at least partially to general

decline in physical capabilities,

Voluntary disengagement may also be some-

what responsible for lessened activity,

Age did not seem to have any influ-

ence on whether the subjects said that they were happy and satisfied or on
whether they held to a pessimistic or optimistic view of the world,

Here

it must be remembered that nearly all the members of this sample were 60 or
over so that there was no basis for comparison with younger individuals,
Comparisons in this study were made between those below 75 and those above
75.
Life satisfaction among the members of the sample could probably be
equated with the concept of successful aging.

Some support was found for
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all three of the prominent theories of successful .aging:. the activity
theory, the disengagement theory.and the inner satisfaction theory.

The

present investigators concluded that inner satisfaction is probably the
major criterion of successful aging.

However, there are difficulties

involved in tapping inner feelings of contentment and happiness by means
of an interview schedule.

In this study, the direct method was employed

which consisted of asking the respondents whether they were satisfied with
various aspects of their lives, plus questions designed to determine their
perception of the state of the world and their conformity to or alienation
from the dominant values of American culture.

One drawback in this regard

is that there is no control for the possibility that individuals do not
express their true feelings when questioned by strangers or even when
questioned by persons whom they know and trust.

Defenses and normative

answers aimed at guaranteeing social acceptance are connnon.

A measure of

inner satisfaction should be devised which gets around such mechanisms aimed
at saving face and defending the ego.
Successful aging is .not a unidimensional concept based on one factor
such as maintenance of the activities of middle age or the voluntary disengagement from social interaction.

Aging successfully is a multidimensional

process which, in order to be defined and studied, requires that many aspects
of the individual's past and present life experiences, attitudes, and social
environment be investigated.
Persons in this survey who said that they were happy and seldom lonely
or bored were found to be more inclined to'take part in the group recreational
programs within the apartment buildings.

Likewise the individuals who viewed

the world with optimism and conformed to the dominant values of American culture took part in more of the· social activities tha11 did others.

The subjects'
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outlook on the world and their satisfaction with retirement and with what
they had accomplished (expressed satisfaction or set) seemed to be closely
linked,

There was no discernible difference between those members of the

sample classified as disengaged and. those classified as eng.aged with regard
to their expression of satisfaction, contentment, or happiness,
From data gathered in this investigation then, it appears that the
theories of successful aging currently popular are not separate and opposed
but interdependent.

On the one hand, inner happiness or life satisfaction

is related to activity and social participation for some older people, while
on the other, disengagement or withdrawal from social interaction for some
older people does not preclude an expression of inner contentment and
satisfaction,
With the exception of the world view scale the measures employed in
this survey were devised by the present investigators and are not refined.
It is also recognized that final conclusions cannot be drawn from the
results of chi square tests alone since an indication of a significant difference is not proof of high correlation between variables but only suggests
the direction in which investigation should proceed.
Due to the fact that the subjects of this study were residents of lowrent public housing apartments the findings are not applicable to elderly
people in general without further investigation involving a more varied
population,
Appreciation is extended to Mr, Jerry Parks of the Parks and Recreation
Department and to Mr. Charles Denton and Mrs·. 0 'Malley of the Public Housing
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INTERVIEW SCHEDULE
The following pages are a reproduction of the interview schedule in
the form used in this study.

Percentage of the total sample giving each

answer to each of the closed questions is shown.
On the final page of the schedule is a world view scale in which
there are three possible answers.

The neutral or middle answer was coded

with the negative or pessimistic answer.
are given.

As a result, only two percentages

BUILDING:
....J..J_Kay-Jny 'fower (1)
_11_Park 'I'owcr South (2)
.....12.J:'ark 'l'm,cr North (})
......JL.Burt 'l'ower ( 11)
-1Ji..Evans •rower (5)

UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA AT OMAHA

RESPONDENT LIVES:

Urban Studies Center
Survey of Socil)l Pnrticipation
of Senior Citizens

_i'._S_alone (1)
2.§.._1;ith spouse (2)
·
1 with child (3)
. __i_othor (specify) (lf)

SEX OF Hi,SPONDEN'I':
27 nml0 (1)
"7?, ·f,,malo (2)

HAGE OF m:SPONDENT:
93 white (1)
-r·non-white (2)

MARITAL S'l'A'i'US:
NUMBERS INDICATE THE PERCENTAGE
OF TOTAL RESPONSES TO CLOSED
QUESTIONS.

_],___() ____, Gingl>J (1)
_l_(j_mm·ri,,d (2)
..5.51._widowed (3)
..ll__divorced or oeparnted (4)

BIRT!!DA'l'E:

LAST SCHOOL YEAR COMPLI,;TED:

RELIGIOUS PHEFERENCE:

Apartment number~--~~

REASONS FOR NON COMPLETION:
_ _ not at home (1)
__ill (2)
_ _ refused (3)
_ _ deceased ( lt)
_ _ moved (5)
_ _ other (specify) (6)

USC/GB, WW, N\I,

6/63

Ji{

2
l,

For your age do you consider yourself to be in:
...2:.§._excellent health
31 good health (2)
~1.7--fair health (3)
..L'i,_poor health (4)

(1)

2,

How many times in the last month have you been to tho doctor?

3,

Do you attend church services?

65

35

yes(l)

no(2)

If yes, how often?
38 once a week or moro (1)
17_once or twice, a month (2)
-2:2._iess than once a month (3)

4,

Are you working now?

--'8"--- yes ( l)

_9._1__ no (2)

lta,

If yes, what do you do specifically?

ltb,

If no, what :cind of work did you d o ? - - - - - - - - - - - · - - - - - - -

5,

\fore/are you requfred to ;·etire at a certain ago'l
_!_]_yes (1)
-2!:_no (2)

6,

When did you move here?----

7,

Where did you first hear about these apartments?

8,

Why did you decide to move here?

· 9·,· ·Are you .j);'cnentlly oatisfied with your living quarters here?
· _i!'i_ve1•y satisfied (1)
_ll_satisfied (2)
__2_don't know (3)
· _3_dissatisfied (I+)
,·
_very diou;;_L.i._..:.o.t.i . _:{i <:.,)

3
10,

What kind of livine; quarters di.ct you have before you moved hero?
24 house (1)
~apartment (2)
--:r-homo for tho aged (J)
~,,_.;hospital (4)
l3 other( opocify) ( S)

ll,

Who did you live with then?
alone (1)
( 2;'
_Ji children (3)
4 sist0r or brother (h)
3 -othor r~1lc\tive (5)
---Z- frior1d o:c non-r(Jlr., t:Lvo (6)
- 2mo:ca than 0110 of ·~;~AU above (7)
55

--·25 spouse;

12,

Which of tho so ac·civitioa do you tnko pu·ct in?
Activity

l{uvo:c

Occar;ionally

Often

Playing pool

87
--

9

L,

DancL,g

_l/.2._

8

3

5

26

69

50

-30

20

34

20

29

---

18

1

48

-·-

26

26

48

81

7

12

87

5

8

45

. 13

42

26

61

50

31

Watchinrs TV
Playing cards

----~'"""""

Community singing

-· --

Sewing

56
..,_,--,,_

47

....

....

Movies
public
in tower
Lotter-writing
Tenant meetings
Knitting
Bowling
Playing bingo
Listening to radio
Visiting outside
tower

82

-·--..

---16
-----

---

--13

19

,·

16

36

Alone/
With others

4
Never

Occasionally

Crafts (leather, etc,)

96

1

Ceramics class

88

2

Art

90

6

Volunteer work

80

11

-L

Reading

11

35

....2L

24

29

_!t§_

- 18

20

- 61

22

11

67

- 58

10

- 31

Sitting and thinking·
(Where7

_)

Birthday parties (tower)
Fund-raising activities
Pot luck parties in tower

Often
2

.....L
4

Church act{vities (Ladies'
Aid mtgs,, etc,)

82

-8

- 10

Lectures, travelogues

33

27

40

Clubs outside tower
(lodr,es, etc,)

78

13

7

90

5

4

Tours or outings (Florence
Center, wrestling, races)

36

38

Taking walks

16

30

Gardening

-

Other (snecify)

13, Which three of the above do you like to do best?

-

25

54

Alona/
with others

14,

Are moat of your leisure time activities done,
~alone (1)
~with spouse (2)
_9_with a friend (3)
...E_j_n a group Oi)

..!2-..trnme of each (5)

15,

I am :interested in how you spend your day,
day, perhaps) ,md tell me your activities,

Taka a tynical day (yester··

MORNING1

AFTERNOON:

EVENING:

16, What did you do for recreation before you moved here?

6
17,

What kinds o.f things would you do if you were in charge of
leisure activities here?

18,

If all organized activities were only _available outside the
towers would you consider thio I

~7_an advantar,e (1)
..l.l:.....a disadvantar,e (2)
--12._don't know (3)

19, Would you enjoy beinP, in charge of some of the tower activities
you like to do best?
9 yes (1)
"ll"IJno (2)
.:I'don 1 t know. (3)

19a, Which ones?

20,

Whi.ch of the following volunteer activities do you prefer to take
part in?

4 making

pads far Cancer Society (1)
~ telephone soliciting of blood donors for Red Croes (2)
_Z_March of Dimes (3)
-2£..none (4)

21.

What would you· think abouts elling some of the things you make?
( e, g, ceramics, lea theroraft I knit ting, sewing)

7
221

Do you evor' use the things you make for gifh?

..Jl.yes

(1)

__4_no (2)
~ o t anplicab1e (3)

23.

Have you gone on any of the tours ;;n•ranp;ed
.Ji.~_ye tJ

-12.JlO
23.11.t

.fol:' tower rernidenta'l

( 1)
(2)

Ir so, how would you rate them?
= 3L__very en,joyab1ei
(1)
-1..'.i_en.joyable (2)
~-Ldon 1 ·t know (J)
_{Lof 1:l:ttl~ intoretJt (4)
~ o f no lnte:roGt (5)
___l';Lnot !,~pp1icabl~ (6)

24,

Do you happen to know ;Lf your tower has a ref)resentative o.n
the City-.. Wide Senior' Ci Uzens Council?
..J..2-yE)S (1)
---~-no (2)
...i±SLdon I t know ( J)
_.lLdon 1 't know what council is (4)

25.

Before moving into the tower did you know about its recreational

activities?
12_ses (1.)
JiZ_no (2)

25a.

If so, how did you f:l.nd out?

8

26,

Have you dronped out of some of the organized activities you
started?
...ll.yos (1)
_?l_no (2)
-2i_never started (3)

26a, Which activities did you drop?

26b, Why did you drop them?
_6_too strenuous (1)
_o_didn 1 t liko instructor (2)
---2._classes lasted too many woeks or months (3)
_O_too many activities to choose from (4)
.12._.other (specify) (S)
.2Z.._not applicable (6)

27,

Do you feel that residents should have more say•so in deciding

what activities are offered in the towers?
.11....yes (l)
..Rno (2)
..1Q_cton 1 t know (3)
28,

Now I want to ask some questions about your feelin.'(s toward
retirement, (ask only of retired nersons or spouses)

Did you look forward to your (your anouse 1 ~) retirement?
..l§_yes (1)

Jt..Lno (2)
.li_indifferent or mixed feelings (3)

9
28a,

Did you think you could do more or fewer 'Ghings you enjoy
after retirement?
_l!Lmore (1)
-2._fewer (2)
-1.2_same ( 3)
...1§_don 1 t lmow

28b,

Have you been able
since retirement?

w

(4)

do more or fewer of the things you enjoy

.lL..more (1)
..'.!.Lfewer (2)
.l!Lsame (3)
-Ldon•t know (4)
28c,

Would you like to do more of the things you enjoy than you do now'/
~yes (1)
..ilno (2)
~4indiffercnt (3)

28d,

How would you rate your retirement years?
.ll...very satisfactory (1)
~satisfactory (2)
I t know (3)
_"don
_
_9_dis aopoint ing (4)
_s_very disapooi11ting (5)

29,

Did you subscribe to a newspaper'bcfore you moved to the tower?
__!llyas (1)
_11.no (2)

29a,

Do you read a news pa per regularly noli?

~ 2_yes (1)
..!:!_no (2)
30,

Did you.have a TV or radio where you lived before?

•

.2.Lyes (1)
...!!.._no (2)

10
JOa.

Do you regularly liriten to the news on the rad:lo or watch it on TV

new 1

_2}__ yes ( 1)
·--·-··-"--· no ( 2 )

)1.

WM.ch of. the following anply to you?

Do you:

._!L, soe your ch:Lldron at lea.st once a month (1)
40 sco other relatives at leest once a month (2)
havo many very close f:riendn (3)
new fr1ends si.nce moYing to the tower (h)

(5)

32.

What do you think io the, main mirpose in l:i.feJ'/
__::~-- to be as happy .-rn possible (l)
--~--·2······ to ;.1ch:Lev0 a El much .as por:Hli.blo ( 2)
_"' __....... to learn as much as possib1e (3)
__ ;_~2.. to l:ivo accord:i.ng to rei]J.giouo ideals (4)
--~-other (specdfy)

.33 ~ How do you feel about wlla t you have accomplished in Ufo?
2.L
_______
vcn·y ::rnLLs o.i ( l )
~..:?..8___ fi Ht 'iflf-i eel ( 2)
10
don' t know ( J)

--~-........ d:Ls,311 ti::i.fi.ed (l_i)
____ very dJssatisfied (5)

J40

Comoared wHh earlior neriods in your lii'o, how hanpy would
you say you a re rj_gh t now 'l
__ .§____ much happ:icn• (1)
_12 __ haooier ( 2)
4L1
about the samo (3)
- ~ less happy (4)
·
·..____ much less happy (5)

"

11

35, How of ten do you find yourself feeling lonely?
10 very often ( 1)
_12_often (2)
4 don't lmow (3)
38 seldoin Ui)
33 very seldom (5)

36,

How often do you find yourself feeling bored?
_.i._ very of ton (1)
.....]_ often (2)
_4_ don' t know ( 3)
35 seldom (4)
t,9 very seldom (5)

37,

Ho.~ t people have/had a certa:i.n amount of unhappiness in marriage,
If you were to rate your marriage as to happiness would you rate
it:
~ much more happy than most (1)

--..!.~- more hanoy th,m most (2)
40 about tho same (J)
~ less happy than most (4)
""l> much less haopy than most (5)
JR,

What is the most important thing in your life right now?

)9,

What ia

40,

What are the best things about being ·the age you are now?

too nicest thing that has happened in tho, last 6 months?

41. How old do ;rou feel? _ _

1.i2.

What Df.il would you like to be? _ _

